
CDJ-2000nexus    
PURE PERFORMANCE
The pro-DJ multiplayer with highly evolved features including Beat Sync and Slip Mode. 
Taking DJs beyond beat matching to realise powerful performance possibilities.



CDJ-2000nexus: PURE PERFORMANCE

Pro-DJs: it’s time to up your expectations. The CDJ-2000nexus is the next generation 
multiplayer that opens doors to performances beyond your wildest dreams. Use the 
included rekordbox DJ software or download the new rekordbox app to prepare mind-
blowing sets on your laptop, PC, smartphone or tablet. Load tracks onto the CDJ-
2000nexus via USB, SD or Wi-Fi.

The evolution doesn’t stop there; the CDJ-2000nexus has dedicated controls for 
Master and Beat Sync. Just one press of a button beat matches up to three decks 
to the master deck, liberating you to perform creative live edits such as loops, cues, 
scratches and reverse. 

Exiting tricks is a smoother experience with Slip Mode. This nifty feature keeps the 
track playing along silently in the background while you perform loops, scratches and 
reverses. Release the jog wheel and the track comes back in, perfectly on cue. 

New Quantize functions mean that, as well as snapping all cues and loops to the 
rekordbox beat grid, Hot Cues and Hot Loops are triggered in perfect time. The power 
is in your hands, with dedicated buttons for Quantize ON/OFF and automatic loading 
of Hot Cues and Hot Loops for instant access during performance.

Perfect harmony is effortless with the CDJ-2000nexus. The Key Analysis Indicator traffic 
light system shows which songs will mix well with the master deck, while a high-quality 
Master Tempo lets you change the speed of the music without altering its pitch.

The CDJ-2000nexus builds on the success of its predecessor, the CDJ-2000. The 
high-resolution LED screen now boasts Wave Zoom, for even deeper waveform 
information, and more information at a glance than ever before. 

The metal colour 206 mm jog wheel and dials have a more premium feel, while the 
anti-scratch panel makes sure the unit looks sleek and new for longer. The improved 
LAN port design is more robust and makes it impossible to plug in the wrong cable in 
the dark of the booth.

Pioneer professional-quality audio circuitry comes as standard, with a built-in  
24-bit/48 kHz sound card and new IEC connection for a powerful sound even  
at club volumes. 

The CDJ-2000nexus: evolved beyond beat matching to realise powerful new 
performance possibilities.

Pro-DJ Multiplayer:  Wireless compatible with rekordbox™ software (Mac/Windows) and new rekordbox™ app  /  Improved Master Tempo and Quantize  /   
Four-deck Beat Sync   /  Wave Zoom and Active Loop  /  Slip Mode  /  My Settings   /  MIDI/HID control  /  Supports MP3, AAC, WAV and AIFF files



CDJ-2000NExUs: HIGHLY EVOLVED FEATUREs

SOURCE CONTROLS: Play  tracks 
from Wi-Fi, sD and UsB inputs; Pro-DJ Link shares 
input between up to four players via LAN cable.

BEAT AND MASTER SYNC: Hit Beat sync to 
automatically beat match new tracks to the 
master deck.

SLIP MODE:  Engage slip Mode to keep tracks playing muted 
during live edits such as loop, scratch or reverse. Release the jog 
wheel and the track comes back at exactly the right place.

QUANTIZE ON/OFF:  Instantly trigger Quantize to snap 
all cues and loops to the rekordbox beat grid; trigger 
Hot Cues and Hot Loops in perfect time.

ADVANCED LOOP OPTIONS:  Hit Quantize for precision 
loops, and pre-set Active Loops in rekordbox to 
extend parts of tracks or prolong exits.

HOT CUE AUTO LOAD:  Easy access to three 
pre-set Hot Cue points in every track.

MASTER TEMPO:  Press to keep pitch the same 
as you manipulate the speed of tracks.

ILLUMINATED NEEDLE SEARCH:  slide your 
finger along the ribbon to intuitively access 
any point in a track.

MY SETTINGS:  Automatically detects your 
rekordbox settings, including Quantize and 
Master Tempo ON/OFF.

ADVANCED TRACK INFORMATION

LARGE LCD SCREEN: 1.6-inch full colour display.

WAVE ZOOM: Even deeper waveform analysis 
for more precise loops and cues.

BEAT COUNTDOWN: Up to 64-bar countdown 
to points pre-set in rekordbox.  

PHASE METER: shows position of beat in a bar 
for at a glance comparison with other decks. 

IMPROVED BROWSING

LARGE ROTARY DIAL: Twist to browse and click 
to select.

TRACK VIEW: see tracks in List, Artwork or 
Custom view.

KEY ANALYSIS: Traffic light system shows which 
tracks are in key with the master deck.

RATING ON THE GO: Rate and change track 
ratings during performance.

 LAST TRACK PLAYED: Twist the dial to browse 
the last five tracks loaded to the player.



The new rekordbox app means you can access all the software’s key features for 
inspired set preparation on the go. simply connect to the CDJ-2000nexus via Wi-Fi  
and UsB to experience rekordbox at its very best.

The rekordbox app gives you access to all rekordbox’s indispensible features on your 

smartphone or tablet computer: load tracks and create playlists; view beat grids; load 

waveforms; and analyse the BPM and beat position of tracks – wherever you are. Set up  

Hot Cues and Quantized Loops that are perfectly snapped to the beat grid. Define Active Loops,  

Beat Countdowns, My Settings and much more. Then transfer your music to the CDJ-2000nexus 

to deliver the performance of your life, and even edit playlists on the fly.

TM

PREPARE:  Access all set preparation features, 
including Hot Cues, Active Loops, Beat 
Countdown and My settings.

PLAY:  Load tracks and playlists to the  
CDJ-2000nexus via Wi-Fi or UsB.

EMERGENCY LOOP:  If the Wi-Fi or UsB 
connection is lost, the CDJ-2000nexus 
automatically enters a four-beat loop, which 
can be scratched or mixed into another 
source or UsB.

REVIEW:  sync with rekordbox desktop to review 
your set, perfect your playlists, and create even 
more mind-blowing performances.
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Main specifications – CDJ-2000nexus

Playable media iPhone 4GS, iPhone 4, iPhone 3GS, iPhone 3G /  
 iPad 3rd generation / iPod Touch 4th and 3rd generation 
 Android phone/Android tablet, etc. 
 USB storage devices (flash memory/HDD, etc.) 
 SD memory cards 
 Computers (Mac/Windows PC) 
 Audio CD, CD-R/RW, DVD±R/RW/R-DL

Playable files MP3, AAC, WAV, AIFF 
 (iOS version of “rekordboxTM” able to play back only MP3 and AAC)

USB storage support file systems FAT, FAT32, HFS+

Frequency response 4 Hz ~ 20 kHz

S/N ratio 115dB or more

Total harmonic distortion 0.0018% or less 

USB ports USB A port × 1, USB B port × 1

Audio output ports Audio out (RCA) × 1, Digital out (coaxial) × 1 

Other ports LAN (100Base-TX) × 1, Control (φ3.5 mm mini plug) × 1

Audio output voltage 2.0 V rms

Power use 220 – 240V(50 Hz/60 Hz)

Electricity consumption 37 W

Max. external dimensions 320 × 405.7 × 106.5 mm 
(W x D x H)

Weight 4.7 kg

System requirements – rekordbox™ music management software (included) 

Supported OS Mac OS®X 10.5.8, 10.6 or 10.7 
 Windows®7 Home Premium/Professional/Ultimate 
 Windows Vista® Home Basic/Home Premium/ Ultimate/Business  
 (SP2 and above) 
 Windows® XP Home Edition/Professional (SP3 and above) 
 (*Windows® XP Professional x64 edition is not supported)

Playable files MP3, AAC, WAV, AIFF

See the latest CDJ-2000 nexus videos on

CDJ-2000nexus: the pro-DJ multiplayer with advanced features such as Beat sync and slip Mode to take you beyond beat matching.  

Prepare sets on your smartphone or tablet with the rekordbox app for mobile devices – then transfer tracks to the CDJ-2000nexus via Wi-Fi or UsB.  

Join the community

PioneerDJ

Play tracks from Wi-Fi, SD card and USB inputs 

New Wave Zoom for more detailed 
waveform analysis

Dedicated controls for Master and Sync 
 for beat matching to the master deck 

New illuminated Needle Search improves 
visibility in the booth 


